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 paRT – a  (10×2=20 Marks)

 1. What is pcB ? specify the information maintained in it.

 2. Differentiate  a thread from a process.

 3. What is turnaround time ?

 4. state the four necessary condition for a deadlock situation to arise.

 5. What is meant by address binding ? mention the different types.

 6. What is virtual memory ? mention its advantages.

 7. What is meant by mounting ? give its advantage.

 8. How disk free space can be managed using bit vectors ? give an example.

 9. Define rotational latency.

 10. Write a brief note on RaiD.
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 paRT – B  (5×16=80 Marks)

 11. a) Explain in detail the types of systems calls provided by a typical operating 
system. (16)

(oR)

 b) Explain the following :
 i) communication in client-server systems. (8)
 ii) ipc in linux. (8)

 12. a) consider the following set of processes, with the length of the cpU – burst 
time given in miliseconds. 

   

Process Burst time

p
p
p
p

1 10
2 1
3 2
4 5

 i) Draw gantt’s chart illustrating the execution of these processes using 
FcFs, sJF and Round Robin (with quantum = 1) scheduling techniques. (8)

 ii) Find the turn around time and waiting time of each process using the 
above techniques. (8)

(oR)

 b) i) Explain dining philosopher’s synchronization problem and propose a 
solution for it. (8)

 ii) Explain the techniques used to prevent deadlock. (8)

 13. a) i) Explain the concept of paging in detail with necessary diagrams. (8)

 ii) Describe the hierarchical paging technique for structuring page tables. (8)

(oR)

 b) i) consider the following page reference string :

   2, 1, 0, 3, 4, 0, 0, 0, 2, 4, 2, 1, 0, 3, 2. How many page faults would occur 
if the working set policy were used with a window size of 4 ? show when 
each page fault would occur clearly. (4)

 ii) What is meant by thrashing ? Discuss in detail. (12)
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 14. a) i) list and explain the three common ways by which files can be structured. (6)

 ii) Explain linux file system in detail. (10)

(oR)

 b) i) What is the role of access matrix for protection ? Explain. (6)

 ii) Explain Windows xp file system in detail. (10)

 15. a) Why disk scheduling is necessary ? Explain the different seek optimization 
techniques. (16)

(oR)

 b) Explain briefly about the levels of RaiD. (16)
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